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Grasp Technologies and Prime Numbers Technology Grow Their Strategic Partnership
The partnership provides immediate enhancement of Grasp’s APEX platform.
SAN DIEGO, Cal. – Grasp Technologies Inc. and Prime Numbers Technology, LLC announced today an
enhanced strategic partnership adding features and functions from Prime Sourcing, Prime’s contract
analysis, monitoring, and modeling tool, to enhance Grasp’s APEX sourcing platform. The enhancements
provide a more robust solution for Grasp’s air sourcing software and Prime benefits from Grasp’s data
expertise and workflow logic.
“We were working to enhancing the Grasp APEX platform, but when we saw what Prime had ingeniously
created in its sourcing tool, we knew it was the missing piece,” said Dave M. Lukas, VP and CSO of Grasp.
“The partnership is a logical fit. We’ve both created complimentary products. The combined knowledge
and joint solution helps both Grasp and Prime provide better technology, and overall experience for
clients. It’s a natural win-win,” Lukas added.
For more than 15 years, Grasp and Prime have worked on a number of data-driven solutions and
projects for clients.
“We’ve always had a close relationship with Grasp. They are great innovators. If we can find a way to
work more closely to better our different solutions and help bring additional value to clients, it’s a
perfect scenario. We are glad to partner with Grasp more formally and we are excited about the
potential to increase our market share together,” said Mark Bresnahan, VP and General Manager of
Prime.
Information about Grasp’s APEX platform can be found at www.grasptech.com.
About Grasp Technologies
Grasp Technologies helps clients navigate constantly changing business environments by providing the right
combination of custom and standardized data management solutions and support. Grasp was founded in 1996 and
works extensively in the travel industry and other ancillary industries worldwide. Grasp has offices in San Diego,
California and Columbus, Ohio.
About Prime Numbers Technology, LLC
Prime Numbers Technology is dedicated to helping clients drive significant savings in business spend through
industry-recognized data analytics and benchmarking solutions. The company is led by a team of business
professionals with tactical expertise in various travel and technology sectors including global distribution systems,
travel management companies, travel suppliers, data analytics companies, and publicly traded IT developers.
Prime’s technology is licensed by some of the most recognized names in business travel with global representation
by many of the Fortune 250 corporations and top 10 travel management companies. Prime is a division of Atlas
Travel & Technology Group Inc., based in Milford, MA.

